Explain a thing or two that you wish you/your production team/etc. did differently, thought more
about, gave more time, etc. in making this film…
More planning!
We needed a couple transition shots and maybe one more day of editing.
We could have filmed multiple takes for each scene so we could have edited together only the best
takes.
We should’ve spent more time on a storyboard to make sure the story made sense
We could have added more background into our story that would have made it more clear.
Zooming in and out of characters could be smoother
Wish we would have finished earlier so we could have had more time to edit.
I wish we had a little more time to edit I feel like we could have added a few more final touches.
We should have edited the script, not just the movie.
More thought to the location of filming
I wish we would have put more thought into setting.
I wish we spent some more time on the plot.
I wish we gave more time to film out outside of school scenes.
Following the storyboard my accurately would have helped our overall storyline.
I wish we had the ability to make our scene really show that we were in a diner.
Also would've been better if we worked on our final scene.
I wish we had made the movie more smoothly and less choppy with the music
A thing that I wish went differently is that i wished we incorporated more context for our characters,
and that we made our title cards more interesting.
I wish we had filmed more shots of the same scene, would be good for editing.
There were a few times where some of us weren’t at school so that made it hard to film sometimes
I wish we had planned out our shots a little bit more. At some points we were just “free-handing” it.
Better plot, expand on areas where you are running

I wish that my group was more open to ideas, and that our focus was more on integration of all parts
of the video.
I wish we had filmed a close-up shot of me signing the agreement, we forgot about that scene. I also
wish we had thought about how to make the time travel experiment plot point more clear.
I wish that we had spent more time on editing and less on filming
I wish we filmed a lot sooner so we could have edited it better
Maybe for the last part, we could have filmed more clips to tell the viewer what is happening.
We could have all pitched in with the editing rather than having one person do it
It would have been better if we gave more time for editing
We did not work that well as a group. The work was not divided up well.
Camera work/shot variety, Planning/Story, Setting, Editing & Transitions, Other

Note on SOUND: there were no notes regarding sound because you were instructed to make a silent
film. BUT, please give this thought for your next film; it matters and can help tremendously tell you
story on many levels.

